
Andre Frye - NFL Mock Draft 2.0 


Cleveland Browns - QB Sam Darnold USC


If, for some reason, the Cleveland Browns do not take a quarterback here I can say with 
confidence the recent struggles have not hit home with the front office. I understand that there 
are better players, such as Nelson and Barkley, but Darnold is the guy. He is confident but not 
cocky and close enough to be ready that a year behind Tyrod Taylor will be fine for him and the 
franchise. 


New York Giants - QB Josh Rosen UCLA

So pretty much copy and paste the part about not learning from recent memory from the 
Browns section. I feel strongly about this pick for a few reasons, one of them being the teams 
inability to handle OBJ. Rosen is not Odell, but he still has a swagger about him that the team 
needs to not contain. Rosen, welcome to New York.


New York Jets - QB Josh Allen Wyoming

Copy and paste the part about needing to learn from the past from the Browns section here. 
The Jets did sign Teddy Bridgewater this offseason and have veteran McCown returning, but 
you need to take a quarterback here. I think the Jets will just sit back and wait for one of the 
three quarterbacks to fall. 


Cleveland Browns - RB Saquon Barkley Penn State 

No brainer. Imagine having your hands tied in a situation and not being able to select the player 
you really, really want and them BAM….he falls on your lap at four. Barkley is the best player in 
this draft. He will be a hall of fame player. Welcome to the new Cleveland. 


Denver Broncos - G Quenton Nelson Notre Dame

The Broncos could easily select a quarterback here, and it wouldn’t surprise me, but I believe 
they think they found their guy with Case Keenum. This team has had horrible offensive lane 
play lately, and Nelson is by far the best lineman in this draft. 


Indianapolis Colt - DE Bradley Chubb NC State

The Colts traded with the Jets to find themselves at six and they couldn’t be happier. Bradley 
Chubb is a pro ready edge rusher who has the capability to get double digit sacks his first 
season. Will he, probably not, but this kids talent is impressive. 


Tampa Bay Buccaneers - DB Minkah Fitzpatrick

The Bucs will literally just wait for the board to identify itself for their selection. In one way or 
another, they will have one of the blue chip guys in this draft, and Minkah Fitzpatrick can fix this 
teams defensive woes in one season. 


 

Chicago Bears - DB Denzel Ward Ohio State 

The Bears, similar to the Bucs, will just let the draft unfold in front of them. Denzel Ward is the 
best corner, and the Bears are close to being a legit contender. They could trade down and get 
their franchise QB a weapon here, but if they stay, take the best guy at one of the most 
important positions. 


San Francisco 49ers - LB Roquan Smith

Since Navarro Bowman left, the 49ers need to fill in the inside linebacker spot. Roquan Smith is 
a leader amongst men and can plug right into the starting lineup. Smith was a force at Georgia, 
and will continue to be a captain on the field through talent and ability. 




Oakland Raiders - LB Tremaine Edmunds

As this draft continues, new NFL coach Gruden has been sweating bullets to see if he would 
be able to get his guy and in this draft, he does. Tremain Edmunds is the large and long 
linebacker that the Raiders need to back up Khalil Mack. Gruden wants to go back to tough 
football, and Edmunds can help.


Miami Dolphins - QB Baker Mayfield Oklahoma

The Dolphins finally get a quarterback who has potential at the 11 spot. No offense to Ryan 
Tannehill, but after so many injuries and underperforming, you have to assume they know he 
isnt their long term quarterback...and neither is Matt Moore. Mayfield is a leader who has a 
risky past, but can be the guy for any franchise. 


Buffalo Bills - Edge Marcus Davenport UTSA

Buffalo needs a quarterback, so in the real NFL draft I see them packaging some picks to trade 
up, but we don’t speculate about drafts here. The Bills didn’t like Tyrod Taylor, so it leads me to 
believe they wouldn’t like Lamar Jackson. Marcus Davenport is a legit force and can disrupt 
any o-line, getting back to the Bills solid defense years. 


Washington Redskins - DT Vita Vea Washington

The Redskins need a decent amount of help, and drafting Vita Vea can solve one of them. Vea 
has been compared to Dontari Poe, a high comparison for an interior defensive lineman. Vea 
will be a tremendous player and can help the redskins revive that defense. 


Green Bay Packers - DB Derwin James FSU

The Packers are in desperate need of some help for Aaron Rodgers, and that starts with their 
pathetic defense. Derwin James had a bad 2017 season at FSU due to injury and team play, 
but the talent is legit. James can be one of the best safeties in the league, something the 
Packers desperately need. 


Arizona Cardinals - QB Lamar Jackson Louisville

The Cardinals are desperate at quarterback, as you can see by the signings of Sam Bradford 
and Mike Glennon. It’s a good tactic due to Carson Palmer’s retirement, but neither of those 
quarterbacks is going to move mountains. Lamar Jackson is the real deal and should be a 
franchise QB.

 

Baltimore Ravens - WR Calvin Ridley Alabama

The Ravens have needed a WR1 since Steve Smith left, and it’s not for lack of trying. They 
recently signed Michael Crabtree to the roster which is a very smart move, but the team still 
lacks weapons for Joe Flacco. Ridley might not be the best receiver in the league, but he is the 
best in this draft and should be a nice compliment to Crabtree. 


Los Angeles Chargers - Edge Harold Landry Boston College 


The Chargers are going to be everyone’s favorite “Dark Horse” team this season due to the run 
they went on in 2017. They really don’t need too many things, so adding a quality linebacker 
like Harold Landry at 17 should be padding the stats for this roster. Landry should be able to 
step right in and help this franchise. 

 

Seattle Seahawks - CB Jaire Alexander Louisville

The Seahawks need a lot of help...a lot. Just a few years ago they were the best franchise in 
the sport, and it just goes to show how quickly everything can come crashing down. Jaire 



Alexander is a tremendous talent who had some injuries in college, but if anyone can make him 
into what his potential is, it’s the Legion of (what used to be) Boom. 


Dallas Cowboys - WR Christian Kirk Texas A&M

There is speculation that Dez Bryant will hang up the X soon, and Christian Kirk has the 
potential to fill those shoes. Kirk is graded lower than Calvin Ridley, but I personally think Kirk 
will excel at the next level. The Cowboys need some defensive help as well, so I wouldn’t be 
surprised if they went defense here. Kirk is just my guy.


Detroit Lions - OT Connor Williams Texas

The Lions could go a variety of different ways with this pick, but protecting Matt Stafford 
should be a top priority. Connor Williams is a top tier offensive tackle in this draft and should 
be able to play right away. Hopefully, bolstering that O-Line will lead to some kind of run game 
for Blount.


Cincinnati Bengals - C/G Isaiah Wynn George

The Bengals, like the Lions, need help across the board, but how do you pass up on pure 
talent at the guard position here. Isaiah Wynn has start now potential in an area the Bengals 
need help. This should open up the run game for Joe Mixon who has a sad rookie year.


Buffalo Bills - CB Mike Hughes UCF

The Bills missed out on a Qb this year, so bolstering that defense is the way to go. Mike 
Hughes is a top talent defensive back in this draft and will match up nicely with last years 
rookie, Tre’Davious White. Hughes and White have the potential to be an outstanding one - two 
punch in the years to come. 


New England Patriots - OT Kolton Miller UCLA

The Patriots will most likely trade A LOT in the draft, but suring up that line is a must. Kolton 
Miller will either be the best tackle in this draft, or just a guy. His size and movement match the 
former Pats lineman Soldier, and if you want Tom to be around for two more years, protection 
is key. 


Carolina Panthers - CB Josh Jackson Iowa

Since losing Josh Norman, the Panthers have had a rough time getting defensive pass 
coverage. Josh Jackson isn’t a burner, but his long length provides tremendous coverage. The 
Panthers are different than most teams in the sense that they could go undefeated, or lose 
every game each year. Jackson should lead them more towards undefeated.


Tennessee Titans - LB Leighton Vander Esch Boise State

The Titans are another “Dark Horse” favorite, as they are every year. The team has bodies at 
every position, so adding a top talent like Leighton Vander Esch is just adding to the fire. LVE is 
a great LB, who can jump into any lineup now and work his tail off to succeed. A quality pick 
here for the Titans.


Atlanta Falcons  - DT Da’Ron Payne Alabama

The Falcons might lose Poe in the coming seasons, so bringing in a line talent like Payne 
should give them a small sense of security. Payne had a dominant campaign at Alabama, but 
the Falcons defense could help push him over the top. 

 

New Orleans Saints  - TE Mike Gesicki Penn State 

Coby Fleener is bad at football, and that’s okay. He makes more money than me, he is more 
physically dominating than me, and I can handle that, but if the Saints want to take the next 
step and new tight end is the way to go. They could take Dallas Goedert or Hayden Hurst here, 



but Gesicki did a magnificent job skyrocketing himself up boards at the combine. Brees throws 
for 4000+ again.


Pittsburgh Steelers - OLB Rashaan Evans Alabama

With the loss of Ryan Shazier, the Steelers have an immediate need in Linebacker. Rashaan 
Evans is a quality back who can step right in and lead, something this young defense needs. 
Evans and Watt are both insanely athletic which would allow them to drop in coverage when 
needed. Although the Steelers could go a few different routes here, I love Evans at the 28.


Jacksonville Jaguars - TE Hayden Hurst South Carolina 

The Jaguars were the most impressive team last season and should look to continue that in 
2018. One thing the team lacked, however, was a presence at the tight end position. Hayden 
Hurst is an older rookie, but that should lead him to be more mature. He played in the 
Pittsburgh Pirates farm system, meaning the kid was liked enough at one point to be drafted. 
His play and frame also back up a first round pick grade, and offers a nice addition to this 
offense in need of weapons. 


Minnesota Vikings - OT Orlando Brown Oklahoma

The Minnesota Vikings will be a Super Bowl favorite with the addition of Kirk Cousins, and it’s 
not all on him. This team is extremely talented from top to bottom so adding another bruised 
on that offensive line should bolster their protection. Orlando Brown is a quality tackle who 
should see success at the next level.


New England Patriots - TE Dallas Goedert South Dakota State 

With the looming potential that Rob Gronkowski might retire (sadness), the Patriots need to 
find that next security blanket for Tom brady. Dallas Goedert is a physical freak who needs 
some work, but if they could line Goedert up with Gronk, if just for one season, we might have 
some flashbacks to Gronk’s best days. 

Philadelphia Eagles  - WR Courtland Sutton SMU 

The last pick in round one is the best pick in the draft, because it means you won the Super 
Bowl. What do the eagles need? Really, not much at this moment. They have quality backs, 
two franchise quarterbacks, and INSANE defensive front and a quality secondary. Let’s add 
some weapons for Wentz here with Courtland Sutton, the wide receiver out of SMU. Sutton is a 
big body receiver that should match up nicely with Alshon and Nelson. 



